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Shen Xiyan looked around and found the same problem. The traffic around them
always looked somewhat familiar, and although the scenery on both sides of the
street kept changing, it always gave them a repetitive feeling of déjà vu.

The pedestrians on the pavement were in a hurry, but their expressions were
somewhat stiff and wooden.

This bizarre situation also startled Shen Xiyan, who instinctively felt that
something was wrong.

“Don’t move around in the car, I’ll go down and take a look.” Chen Haobei
unbuckled his seatbelt and got out of the car, the aura around him surged wildly, a
sword Qi condensed from the aura surrounded the surroundings.

“Who’s pretending to be a god! Get out!” Chen Haobei’s voice was like thunder as
it swept around him, stopping the flow of traffic and sending cars flying out of the

way by his terrifying aura fluctuations.

All of a sudden, the mute crowd on the pavement around him turned their heads

with dull gazes, their eyes cold, their expressions rigid as they stared at Chen
Haobei in death!

Chen Haobei’s eyebrows were locked, these people with dull eyes, Chen Haobei
could clearly feel that these were all big live people! Including the people in the
car!

Roar!

These manipulated living people, like puppets, let out a roar as they rushed
towards Chen Haobei like a tidal wave.



“Xiao Bei, what now? They, what happened to them all?” Shen Xiyan was
frightened enough by this scene, especially when she saw the sword Qi

surrounding Chen Haobei, it was a bit too upside down her world view, could this
Chen Haobei be a legendary cultivator?

“Don’t worry stay in the car, I can handle it.” Chen Haobei said so calmly, but he
was actually panicking in his heart.

These were all living people and were obviously being manipulated, he could
easily take care of these ordinary people, but he couldn’t kill them all, could he?

“Son of a bitch!” Chen Haobei was anxious in his heart, but there was nothing he
could do!

Explosion!

The tidal wave of people around him lunged towards him, and the sword qi
surrounding him shot in all directions? The sword qi surrounding him shot out in

all directions. Before it touched these people, it exploded, directly shaking the
gathered puppets out of the air and knocking them out!

This is already the limit of what he can do, these people will inevitably suffer
some injuries, but they are only superficial, light injuries, not enough to be fatal.

But in the distance, more and more people were gathering towards this side,
ignoring those who had fainted and stepping over them directly, rushing towards
Chen Haobei again.

If this goes on, these guys can be killed by stepping on them!

Chen Haobei had no choice but to gather his aura again, and a sword light sped out,
exploding again, the aura shaking, those puppets who were still close were
stunned again, and the crowd further away were also stunned.

In a flash, with him at the centre, a field of people were lying down, and there
were people everywhere who had been stunned.



“Xiao Bei, did you, did you kill them all?” Shen Xiyan was frightened enough,
there was a sea of people lying around, there must be several hundred.

Did you kill so many people in one go?!

Chen Haobei wiped a handful of cold sweat, “No, they just fainted, it’s not much,
if I didn’t do it, they could have trampled quite a few people to death themselves.”

Just as Chen Haobei’s words fell, an ear-splitting roar of engines rang out, and
several small car engines in the distance erupted with angry roars, and were
speeding towards them at great speed, crashing hard into quite a few cars parked

on the highway along the way.

The aim was clear, it was to load up on them!

“Son of a bitch! Come out here! You have the guts to come out and fight me head
on!” Chen Haobei hissed in anger, but no one paid any attention to him!

All he got in response was a roaring car that was rapidly coming towards them!

“Motherfucker!” Chen Haobei shouted angrily, his body turned into a streak of
shadow, smashing through the glass, pulling the man out of the car, kicking the
car away, and then darting towards his next target.

Shen Xiyan stared blankly, only to see a few streaks of shadow flashing, then the
speeding car was directly thrown out and smashed fiercely into the open space in
the distance, erupting with an earth-shattering explosion.
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And the people in the car were knocked unconscious by Chen Haobei and left on
the roadside.

Chen Haobei’s face was gloomy, this was not the way to go on, a huge formation
had been laid here, clearly intended to drain his aura.



He found that in the middle of the formation, the aura was terribly thin, his aura
was recovering extremely slowly, the aura output was not proportional to the
recovery at all, if he continued like this, it wouldn’t be long before he was
depleted of his aura.

“Sister-in-law! Call Brother Lin Hao, quick!” Chen Haobei shouted at Shen Xiyan,
his aura surging once again around him, a sword light condensed with aura
surrounding his surroundings.

Shen Xiyan reacted and took out her mobile phone to call Lin Hao, only to find
that there was no signal at all!

“Xiao Bei, the phone doesn’t have a signal at all!”

“What? These bastards have come prepared! Let’s see me break this formation of
yours!” Chen Haobei shouted, surrounded by sword qi, sharp sword intent wanted
to break the sky, Chen Haobei violently stepped on the ground and his whole body
rose up, the sword qi around him and Chen Haobei completely merged, turning
into a giant sword light that shot up into the sky!

The formation he had set up was indeed large enough, but there was a limit to how
large it could be, he couldn’t possibly envelop the whole of Jinling!

Charge!

Chen Haobei rushed into the sky as a white sword light, and was met with an
invisible barrier when he shot hundreds of metres into the air!

“Found you!” Chen Haobei laughed coldly as his sword intent exploded violently,
“Break it for me!”

Boom!

A blinding white light exploded in the sky as if it was going to blow a huge hole
in the sky, and the hole did indeed explode, Chen Haobei rushed into the sky
while shouting towards Shen Xiyan, “Sister-in-law, check if there’s a signal
again?”



“Still nothing!”

How could this be?

Chen Haobei frowned as he gathered his sword intent again and ran towards the air,
only to rise a few dozen meters in height and be met with another invisible
obstacle!

“Shit! I’ve been trapped!” Chen Haobei cursed, just how many layers of

formations had the other party set up?

At this time the unconscious people below, rose up again and were gathering
towards the car where Shen Xiyan was hiding, the roar of the cars around them
sounded again.

“You guys? Earth Servant Pao Di Pao Shan Lu Zero? How dare you!”

The helpless Chen Haobei had to descend to gallop to Shen Xiyan’s aid. What

made Chen Haobei curse was that the invisible barrier that had just been broken
open, had been repaired again. Chen Haobei had no choice but to forcefully break
through the formation again, despite the huge loss of aura!

In the end, after nearly draining his aura, he was able to make it back, and the
puppeteers around him were already close at hand.

Gritting his teeth, Chen Haobei hurriedly let Shen Xiyan out of the car and took
her with him to run away. The road was now blocked by these cars and puppets,
so driving was not as fast as running on the 11th road.

After several extreme outbursts, he had very little aura left, and now there was

very little aura available for him to recover, so he could only avoid them and run!

“Oh, the kindness of a woman, the kindness of a woman.” Above a tall building,
Tian Lao Jiu stood proudly against the wind, his black cloak dancing and hunting
in the wind with the mists.

Chen Haobei in the middle of the formation thought that the formation was very
big, but in reality, it was only a short block that was enveloped, and those people



were not real living people, but only paper puppets that he had thrown out by
scattering beans, because the formation covered his eyes, Chen Haobei did not
dare to kill these people easily at all.

One reason why he did not use real people was that his Heavenly Elder Nine’s
magic power was not enough to do this and manipulate so many living puppets at
the same time, and another reason was that manipulating so many living puppets at
once would not be able to cover the sky and he would not be able to run away.

“Mighty Ninth Patriarch, with this formation under our control, it is enough to trap
these two, if we can still capture Shen Xiyan to threaten Lin Hao, the Ninth
Patriarch can concentrate on dealing with Lin Hao.” The few Heavenly Dao Palace

disciples next to him were patting their horses’ backs one after another.

The huge formation that enveloped the whole block was breathtaking just by this,
even the sixth level realm Chen Haobei could only be blinded if he was trapped in
it, after his aura was depleted, wouldn’t he be at the mercy of others!
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“Oh?” Tian Lao Jiu raised his eyebrows, “Have those hyenas finally found out?
Oh, the token flags are given to you guys, you guys handle the rest, just trap him,
it’s not crucial yet, try not to kill anyone if you can.”

Old Heavenly Nine threw the two black token flags to the Heavenly Dao Palace
disciples, while he floated down on the wind, lightly falling like a feather, leaping,
and then turning into a residual shadow to speed towards the distance, not
knowing how many times more powerful than the legendary lightness on water.

“Oh my, has the Ninth Master’s technique of borrowing momentum reached this

level? It’s one of the best among the many Palm Masters, isn’t it?” Those few
Heavenly Dao Palace disciples couldn’t help but marvel at the sight, this hand was
enough to blind the crowd.



“The Nine Paladins are really good at anticipating things, the situation here has
alerted those hyenas, let’s go, hide first, we’ll just maintain this great formation.”
One of the disciples spotted the Dragon Sect enforcers who were near the
formation and seemed to have noticed that something was wrong.

Several of them quickly concealed themselves and used the banner to continue to
manipulate those paper puppets inside, as for the real people who had mistakenly
entered it, they were made to lie unconscious and motionless on the ground.

“This is Dragon Gate Enforcement Team 01, an unknown barrier has appeared in
the Inner Ring North block, covering? Dyeing Wu Pao Yi Di Zero Flick? The

range is wide, requesting backup!”

A Dragon Gate duty member, wandering outside the formation, but could not
enter at all, they found those ordinary people but could enter, but after entering,
never came out, as if there was an invisible wall in front of them, those ordinary
people passed through this invisible wall and disappeared all of a sudden, while
the situation in front of them did not change, people just disappeared!

Soon, another duty squad arrived, and after surveying the area, the invisible wall
actually covered the whole area of North Street. They even used their spirit
soldiers to launch attacks, with little success, and were directly stopped by the
invisible wall, creating a faint ripple, and then directly dissipated.

The members of the squad now understood that this was a serious matter, not a
joke.

The Vermilion Bird instinctively felt that this matter should be directed at Lin Hao.
The Vermilion Bird immediately ordered all departments to cooperate and check
all the people and vehicles entering and leaving North Street at this time today!
Focus on the vehicles of people related to Lin Hao!

The Vermilion Bird also went to North Street and tried to break the formation by
force, but the Vermilion Bird’s realm was a level below Chen Haobei’s, so he
broke through one layer of the formation, only to be stopped by a second layer of
the formation.



Just then, the results finally came out, Zhuque looked at the images shown on the
surveillance photos, Zhuque’s face instantly went icy cold, it was right, it was
aimed at Lin Hao!

“Call all Dragon Sect members to gather! Dragon Gate cooperate with the relevant
departments and evacuate all the people around, quick!” After giving the order,
Zhuque quickly took out his mobile phone and called Lin Hao: “Brother Lin Hao,
sister-in-law is being set up, someone has set up a huge formation on this side of
North Street, trapping sister-in-law in it, we can’t break the formation and dare
not break through!”

“What!?” Lin Hao was shocked when he received the call from Zhu Que, he was
about to go to Qin Yan’s appointment, only for Zhu Que to suddenly call and tell
him the news.

Ma De, it was true that he had calculated correctly, nothing good could come from
getting involved with this Qin Yan!

“Wait for me.” Lin Hao did a quick projection, but he was stopped by an invisible
obstacle, unable to project the current situation of Shen Xiyan, these bastards of
the Heavenly Dao Palace!

Lin Hao hung up the phone and called Chen Haobei, but it showed that he was not
in the service area, and the same thing happened when he called Shen Xiyan’s
phone, Lin Hao probably understood that Chen Haobei was also trapped in it.

Even Chen Haobei was trapped? Then this formation wasn’t simple.

“I’ll be right over, you don’t have to worry, Chen Haobei is stable inside. You
guys just find a way to forcefully break the formation.”

“Brother Lin Hao I know, we watched the surveillance, it was Chen Haobei who
drove in with his sister-in-law.” Vermilion Bird nodded and immediately gave the
order for all Dragon Group warriors to call out their battle soldiers!
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The ordinary people around had basically been evacuated, the next thing was to
prepare to forcefully break the formation!

The corners of Lin Hao’s mouth twitched, he should have just asked Zhuque
directly, so he didn’t have to make a phone call.

Since Chen Haobei was with Shen Xiyan, Lin Hao was relieved that even if Chen
Haobei couldn’t break through the formation, he could at least manoeuvre with the
other side and Shen Xiyan’s life wouldn’t be in danger for the time being.

Lin Hao took out his Heaven Shaking Hammer and used the five elements and
eight trigrams to set up a cover formation around Lin Ruoshi, and at the same time
asked Lin Yan to stay at the school with Lin Ruoshi.

Lin Hao was also afraid that this was the other party’s ploy to move the tiger away
from the mountain, and he could not take Lin Ruoshi with him to North Street, lest
there be further trouble.

When Lin Hao had finished settling everything, he was ready to drive to North
Street, but just as he reached the garage door, he was stopped by Qin Yan.

“You want to escape? I’ve been waiting for you here for a long time!” Qin Yan
looked at Lin Hao coldly, his gaze filled with mockery.

Instinctively, she thought that Lin Hao was hiding from her, after all, before Lin
Hao could hide? Zha Shan Yi Di Fei Wu Lu Shan? had been hiding from her for

so long.

“I’m telling you, this matter must be made clear today, or you won’t be able to go
anywhere!” Qin Yan’s tone got a few more icy.

“Nothing good comes from running into you!” Lin Hao frowned, he was also in a
hurry just now and didn’t even mean to avoid the other party anymore, so naturally
he didn’t project these things, he didn’t expect the other party to be waiting for
him right here.



“I have an urgent matter, I will give you an explanation for your aunt’s matter,
now please move aside.”

Lin Hao’s tone was quite good, considered polite, but the other party didn’t give
him face, Qin Yan sneered, “Still trying to avoid talking about it, it’s true that no
man is a good thing! Speak now, or you won’t leave!”

Lin Hao frowned, was this Qin Yan trying to stall for time, or did he really want
to know Qin Yuxin’s whereabouts?

“I really have something to do today! I’ll contact you later, okay?”

“No! Can! Yes!” Qin Yan spoke coldly, word by word.

Lin Hao was too lazy to bother with Qin Yan and turned around to leave, but Qin
Yan quickly walked in front of Lin Hao and opened his hands to stop Lin Hao’s
way: “Stop!”

“I’m in a real hurry! Get out of the way!” Lin Hao was already a little anxious as
even his good temper couldn’t stand the other party going on so unreasonably.

“Heh heh.” Qin Yan just laughed coldly, not having the slightest intention of
getting out of the way.

“You’re a fucking faggot, aren’t you! Get lost!” Lin Hao still had the heart to talk
nonsense with the other party, he threw a slap at the other party’s face, and at the
same time ran his aura between his hands, he wanted to slap the other party’s Yin
Qi in the process to shake it away, and incidentally disrupt the momentum
controlling her!

With a snap, Qin Yan’s body lurched and nearly fell over, and five bright red palm
marks appeared on her face.

Qin Yan felt like her teeth were about to be slapped away, and her mouth filled
with blood.



Lin Hao was in a hurry, so he had no time to care about her, but Qin Yan didn’t
know what she had eaten, so she held onto Lin Hao’s leg and wouldn’t let him go.

Lin Hao was so angry that he cursed: “Let go of me! Do you understand that you
are being used? And your aunt is dead! She begged me to do it, understand?”

With a shock of his aura, Lin Hao shook Qin Yan’s hand away, quickly stepped
into the car and started it up and drove off.

At this moment, Lin Hao’s heart is also wondering, this woman is really fucking
wrong medicine, not to shake the Yin Qi away, even the surrounding potential for
her to disrupt, although not completely solve her problem, but she is at least no
longer manipulated by the people of the Heavenly Dao Palace is ah, why still like
a shrew pestering more than?

“Dead …… dead …… aunt is dead!”

“Yu Xin is dead! Yu Xin how can you die! What will I do if you die! That stinky
man, is he worth it? He’s just a stinky man, what’s so good about men!”

“Oooh, I know, it must be because of that stinky man! I’ll avenge you, I’ll avenge
you! You died because of that stinking man, I’ll make his son pay for your life!”
Qin Yan, who had fallen to the ground with a forlorn gaze, sobbed blood and cried
out in pain.
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Her icy eyes became even colder, and her beautiful face was filled with hatred.

A cloud of black qi emerged from Qin Yan’s body, the dazzling momentum
however was like a living spirit snake, burrowing around Qin Yan’s body.



“You return my Yu Xin!” Qin Yan wretchedly looked up to the sky, Yin Qi raged,
Qin Yan seemed to be able to see the spirit snake that was flowing like a spirit
snake, Qin Yan grabbed it and swallowed it straight in!

“Uh …… poof!” Tian Lao Jiu, who was on his way, violently spurted out a
mouthful of blood, then cursed, “Holy shit, this woman is crazy? Is this thing just

something to eat? Shit!”

Tian Lao Jiu was not the only one who suffered the repercussions, Tian Lao Ba,
who was in the hospital, spurted out a mouthful of blood while in a coma, and his
physical signs started to plummet, rushing to call for a doctor.

These doctors were blindfolded by Tian Lao Jiu before he left, so they could not
see the black mist that was surging from Tian Lao Bajie’s body, otherwise they
would have been scared and would have dared to treat him.

When the doctors saw Tian Lao Bajie’s data, they hurriedly gave him first aid

measures and only after a lot of torment did they bring him back from the brink of
death.

At this moment, Lin Hao was driving to North Street, but as he drove on, he felt
that something was not quite right.

As soon as this thought appeared, Lin Hao immediately braked hard and pulled
over.

He had a bad feeling, and the closer he got towards North Street, the more he felt
a strong sense of unease.

Lin Hao stopped and deduced, and took out his compass and map again to
compare and confirm his bearings. Lin Hao was surprised to find that he had
deviated from his direction since he came out of the school gate, and as for his
deduction, he had encountered a problem, an invisible force was desperately trying
to stop him from deducing.

The opponent was stronger than him!



Lin Hao’s eyebrows jumped wildly, he thought he had been alert enough, but he
had never thought that he had still fallen into the other party’s trap. Lin Hao took
out his mobile phone and found that there was still a signal, he didn’t care about
that anymore, he hurriedly called Zhu Yao and asked them to find a way to break

the formation as soon as possible, he was afraid that he wouldn’t be able to reach
the North Street side in a short time.

In fact, just now, if Qin Yan hadn’t suddenly blackened and devoured their
potential to manipulate Qin Yan, causing a backlash on Tian Lao Jiu and suffering
from a considerable injury, plus the two hammers he received from his previous

fight with Lin Hao outside the Chen family villa, how could he have let Lin Hao

notice that something was wrong?

Now Lin Hao was off course and everything was going his way, entering the maze
formation without entering the real killing range and letting Lin Hao notice the
early brakes!

“Bloody hell! Bad things are happening one after another, one thing after another
is gradually going off the rails and out of control, what the hell is going on?What

the hell is going on?What the hell is going on?” At this moment, not only did Lin
Hao want to curse, Tian Lao Jiu also wanted to curse.

It always felt like something in the dark was working against their Heavenly Dao
Palace, nothing could go smoothly!

Even if they fiddled with the Heavenly Dao, combined it with other people’s
fortunes, and then lent it to the situation, it never went the way they wanted it to
go.

This was something that had never happened to them before!

Lin Hao got out of the car relying on the side of the car door, took out a cigarette
and lit it, took a fierce puff, and then slowly exhaled a smoke ring.

While smoking, he observed the surroundings.

It seemed that he had unknowingly fallen into the formation set up by the other
side.



Now that he was in the game, Lin Hao was not so anxious, he was convinced that
the other party’s strongest person must have come to deal with himself as a
priority, rather than specifically targeting Shen Xiyan.

At least that would mean that the pressure on Shen Xiyan’s side was reduced, and
with Vermilion Bird’s Dragon Team outside and Chen Haobei inside, it was only
a matter of time before the North Street side broke the formation, and he could just
stall here.

At this moment, on the North Street side, Vermilion Bird had already ordered 100
members of the Dragon Team to attack in batches, and she even took the lead and
struck together!

Attacking their point, breaking the formation open as much as possible!

The warriors of the Dragon Group all followed the custom of being a soldier, and
the warriors coalesced into various weapons, divided into three batches, with
thirty-three people in a group, crouched down to take aim, gathered their aura, and
the warriors blossomed into a dazzling light.
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“One, two, three! Release!” As the Vermilion Bird’s voice fell, thirty-three to
pillars of aura light converged in one place and ruthlessly blasted at the formation?
The Vermilion Bird also blasted a ball of aura that had coalesced into the
formation. The Vermilion Bird also threw out a ball of aura that had been

condensed.

The barrier shattered with a muffled thud.

With a small wave of Vermilion Bird’s hand, the whole group continued to
advance one frame, and the second group immediately began to gather their aura
and continued to prepare to break through the next barrier.

Using this method, they had already broken through thirteen barriers, yet they still
had not encountered Chen Haobei and the others, and had not yet entered the real



formation. On the contrary, they had encountered quite a number of unconscious
normal people on the way, and after checking them, they found that these people
were only unconscious and not in danger of their lives, and they did not have the
time to care about them now, since they were only unconscious, they were fine.

In the middle of the formation, Chen Haobei was running east and west with Shen
Xiyan, dodging the puppets’ pursuit.

But at this moment, Chen Haobei had already sensed that something was not quite
right, why most of the puppets in here had been knocked unconscious and were
still able to stand up again, coming towards him unaffected, while some of them
had been unconscious and had never gotten up at all.

There was something fishy about these puppets!

Shen Xiyan was terrified at this point, she had never foreseen such a bizarre
situation before, she didn’t know, what had happened to make things go this far!
What’s wrong with all these people?

“What should we do? The Nine Palms are not here, if this goes on, sooner or later
they will have to break the formation, ah, those guys from the Dragon Group dare

to play like this, let’s find a way to stop them, ah?”

The Heavenly Dao Palace disciples hiding in the shadows were a little anxious, if
this went on, the Dragon Group’s people would break into the formation.

“What can we do? What we hold is the token flag, and the one who sets up the
formation is the Nine Paladins, only the Nine Paladins can change the formation,
we can only deal with them according to a specific variation of the formation and
let them in!” The other Heavenly Dao Palace disciple was also helpless, they had
no way to temporarily change the formation, they could only manipulate it.

“What? Letting them in? Then they can’t work together to break this formation

from the inside? You’re stupid, aren’t you?”

“Don’t worry, let those paper puppets stop them, they are more afraid to kill than
us, they don’t even know those are paper people.”



In the end, they had no choice but to remove the obstructive barrier behind them,
allowing Zhu Yao and the others to enter a little more smoothly.

Only, what they didn’t expect was that at this moment, Chen Haobei had already
discovered the problem, as he carefully cut off a man’s arm, which landed lightly
on the ground without any blood gushing out from the wound at all.

What made Chen Haobei even more speechless was that the chopped off arm, fell
to the ground and turned into a paper mache arm, these people were dummies!

“Ah, that, how did that man’s arms turn into papier-mâché? It looks like a paper

man from a paper tie shop.” Shen Xiyan was terrified, how did the human arms

suddenly turn into papier-mâché?

“It’s all a blindfold, fake, these are all paper puppets.” Chen Haobei was relieved,
while in his heart he was cursing, he was still too soft-hearted, ah, otherwise how
could he let such paper people force him into this, his clothes were almost torn
into strips of cloth.

“Oh no, they’ve found out, what now?” The disciples of the Heavenly Dao Palace
also noticed the scene and secretly said badly.

“What can we do? Shit, I’ve said we can’t let the Dragon Group get in that easily,
now we’re numb, right? Come over and help me out, activate the final killing
move and trap them in the formation as much as possible!” The Heavenly Dao
Palace disciple who was controlling the banner cursed angrily, if Old Heavenly
Nine knew about this, he would have to pick their skins.

There was nothing several people could do, they had just withdrawn the final
barrier, Zhuque and the others had already rushed in and could already see Chen
Haobei.

As a result, at this time Chen Haobei found out the end, there was no other way
but to stop Zhuque and the others as much as possible, and it was a good thing that
Zhuque and the others had already lost a huge amount of aura in order to break the
formation and come in.



“Sister-in-law Xiyan, Chen Haobei!” Zhuque saw Shen Xiyan and Chen Haobei

and greeted them excitedly, as the members of the Dragon Group rushed up to stop
the puppets that were surging over, the battle soldiers were being pulled and their
clothes were even being torn.
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“Skylark, you’re finally here.” Shen Xiyan was finally relieved to see that Zhuque
had led so many combatants to come, and as for seeing the guys that the gang was
holding, she was already surprised to see them, and there seemed to be nothing to
be surprised or surprised about.

“Sister-in-law, are you alright?” Vermilion Bird held Shen Xiyan, who was a
little pale though, but luckily Chen Haobei was protecting her and was not
seriously hurt.

Roar!

At this time, that? Di Yi closed the service and dyed Yi Shanshan? Each of these

puppets had bloodshot eyes and let out an angry roar as they began to charge
towards them ferociously, looking incomparably vicious and brutal.

“What’s wrong with these people? Are they being controlled?” Vermilion Bird
was also scared enough to see the scene in front of him, how could there be so

many frenzied people?

There had to be hundreds or thousands of them, and the key was that these people
were getting them and they couldn’t do anything about it.

“Cut the crap, kill, kill them all! Those are all paper puppets, not real people.”
Chen Haobei, who had managed to catch his breath, hurriedly shouted.

“Paper man puppets, that, how is that possible, are you sure?” Zhuque was very
skeptical, how could a paper man be made so realistic?



“It’s true, I just saw with my own eyes that Xiao Bei chopped off one of their

hands, the wound didn’t bleed at all, and the arm that fell to the ground turned into

paper mache!” Shen Xiyan was also busy helping to explain.

“Do it! Hit their arms and legs to confirm if they are paper people first!” Even so,
Zhuque did not dare to give a direct order to execute them.

The Dragon Team decapitating unarmed ordinary people was a crime they
couldn’t afford!

Boom!

Bang bang!

Ta-da-da!

The Dragon Warriors didn’t dare to waste their aura and pulled out the weapons
they had with them, and shot these people in the face, only to find that they were
really paper people.

Hundreds of people armed with AK47s burst out, a one-sided battle, these paper
people were directly smashed, and one bullet can directly penetrate a dozen paper
people!

The only way to prevent them from getting up again was to smash them all.

“No! Quickly settle the fight, they’re starting to manipulate real people to blend
in!” Vermilion Bird, who was standing high up watching the battle, paled as those
people lying unconscious on the ground slowly woke up and actually got up and
mixed in with the paper people.

This was a problem, it would be bad if they got hurt by mistake!

It was only through Chen Haobei’s explanation that Zhuque learnt that the
unconscious people lying on the ground were the real living ones.

The cars around them started to roar, and the living people, who looked like
puppets, looked dazed and had no eyes, joined the paper people and started to



surround them, and the drivers were controlled to step on the accelerator, targeting
the Dragon Squad!

This is a big problem!

There was no point in them attacking once the living people were mixed in!

“Break out and break the formation! Forget about these people, let’s get out first~!
They haven’t dared to use these living people, proving that they don’t dare to kill
people on their backs easily either!” Chen Haobei was quick to react, he had
recovered some of his aura while the Dragon Group was on top.

Although it was not ten to one compared to the full victory state, it was still much
better than just now.

Vermilion Bird nodded and immediately arranged to divide into three groups from
what they had originally come in, two of which broke the formation in succession,
while another group was responsible for using their aura to shake these guys who
rushed over, whether they were crazy paper people or those who were alive, and
send them flying out without dying!

“Release!” Dozens of aura rays converged in one place and exploded in a dazzling
and eye-catching brilliance, the invisible wall created violent ripples and looked
like it was about to crumble, but it simply couldn’t break!

Vermilion Bird was dumbfounded: “What, what’s going on?”

“It’s not right, this barrier wasn’t this hard and strong when we came in.”
Vermilion Bird was really a little confused.

Chen Haobei let out a bitter smile, “There are two possibilities, firstly, they let
you guys in on purpose, secondly, you guys broke through the formation and used
up a lot of aura to get in, there is almost no way to recover aura here. Therefore it
is possible that quite a few of this barrier has become stronger, but rather your
output has become weaker.”
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Jubilee holds her forehead: ‘Probably both! These? The son of a bitch wants to

make us look like we’re here? And then have these paper people tear us alive?”

The disciples of the Heavenly Dao Palace had indeed planned to do so, relying on
these paper people to tear them apart alive, and ideally to capture Shen Xiyan as
well.

Because of the manipulation of these living people entangled with the paper
people, they simply did not dare to make a move easily, this was their greatest
reliance, after all, if they killed these people by mistake, the karma was borne by
whoever killed them.

Even if they would be implicated a little, it was not serious! Vermilion Bird had no
choice but to continue to send more men and began to continue to break the
formation, however the number of men continued to increase to fifty, which only
managed to break through one barrier, only to have a second barrier appear not
even two metres away.

“Can’t get out!” Vermilion Bird and Chen Haobei looked at each other and spoke
in tacit agreement; at this rate of progress, they would not be able to get out at all.

The barrier was hindering them, but not these paper people.

On the one hand, they had to break the barrier, and on the other hand, they had to
block these paper people, their aura simply could not hold up, less than a third of
them could still maintain half of their aura at their peak now, so breaking out hard
like this was simply impossible.

This time they had truly seen how terrifying the Heavenly Dao Palace was,
lending themselves to the momentum and the formations to it, converging the
forces of heaven and earth around them into formations that trapped them to death.

“I found out how to distinguish between real people and paper people, their eyes
are different.” Shen Xiyan suddenly spoke, since she couldn’t get out, she had no
choice but to fight with these guys!



That sudden wave just now had taken out more than half of the paper people, as
long as these paper people were taken out, those normal people would be able to
handle it even if they were controlled.

“It can’t be fixed, there’s no way for any of us to guarantee that if we take out this
batch of paper people, there will be a second batch of paper people dropped in.”
Vermilion Bird sighed, “Just hide from them, one team will be in charge of

blocking them, another team will be in charge of dealing with the paper people,
the rest will come with me.”

“That’s the only way, let’s hope Brother Lin Hao’s side can settle to help soon, we
really have no way at all to deal with these guys.” Chen Hao Bei Liangzai sighed,
there was no way out ah.

“Lin Hao, what happened to Lin Hao? Is he trapped too? What about Xiao Shi?”
Shen Xiyan was worried, was it not just herself who was trapped, had something
happened to Lin Hao? Then how is Lin Ruoshi!

“Shizi Yan, don’t worry, that Lin Hao guy has a hard life, nothing can happen to
him.” An abrupt voice rang out from behind the group.

Vermilion Bird and the others almost subconsciously pulled out their guns and
aimed backwards, “Who?”

“Ao Dog, how did you get in?” Shen Xiyan and Chen Haobei looked at the
suddenly appearing Ao Dog in surprise.

Zhuque reacted and told his men to put their guns down, looking at him with the

same rather puzzled look.

“This thing can’t stop me, there’s no way to stop me with a great battle that
borrows the Yin Qi of Heaven and Earth to condense.” Ao Dog smiled smugly and
shook the road guide in his hand, “Just leave these guys to me, I’ll have to break
their formation eyes!”

Ao Inu’s hand glowed with a ghostly light, and an icy aura filled the surroundings
as the temperature began to gradually drop.



The puppet manipulation technique of these paper people was actually borrowed
from the Yin souls to fight into the paper people, otherwise with Tian Lao Jiu’s
ability, there was no way that the people were no longer here and still able to have
someone use the token to manipulate so many paper puppets.

“Oh no, why has this guy come back?” The Heavenly Dao Palace disciples looked
ugly when they saw Ao Dog’s face, especially when they saw that Ao Dog had

pulled out the Road Guide, this thing was the nemesis of this formation.

“Throw the token flag down, retreat immediately and rendezvous with the Nine
Palms, this formation can’t stop them anymore.” The disciple of the Heavenly Dao
Palace who held the token flag saw that the situation was not good and threw it
down to leave immediately.

Ao Dog had been tracing Ling Yun’s whereabouts for the past few days, and was
about to come back to contact Lin Hao when he could not get through one phone
call after another. Only when he called Lin Ruoshi did he learn that something had
happened on the North Street side.
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Ao Dog flung out the road guide in his hand, which opened up and rose against the
wind, revealing a huge passage of ghostly light.

Ao Dog shouted sternly, “The Underworld is in order! Yellow Springs can be

crossed! Transcend!”

Swish!

A huge bright red tongue sped out from within the spectral light channel, and with
a violent roll, swept those Yin souls, together with the paper figures, into it. As for
those who were truly alive, this tongue would automatically recognise them.



Within a short while, all these paper people were swallowed up, leaving those
living people still obeying orders and lunging towards them. Ao Dog pulled out an
ancient zither from the space of his consciousness and plucked it with both hands,
and a tinkling and crisp sound rang out.

Soul Suppression Song!

Under the shock of the zither’s sound, these manipulated people, one after another,
froze in place, their disoriented eyes, slowly regaining some of their sparkle, their
expressions struggling fiercely.

They wanted to regain control of themselves, but there was another force fighting
against them, but with the presence of Ao Dog here, it was only a matter of time
before the formation was broken.

As for Lin Hao’s side, well, he was still smoking.

He had thought it through the moment he parked himself, he was here to stall for
time, so he was in no hurry to fight the other side hard at all.

The car door was already littered with cigarette butts, and half a pack was almost
finished.

He stalled to give Zhuque and the others the chance to break the formation and that
was the end of it.

Because Lin Hao had the Heaven-shaking Hammer in his hand, Tian Lao Jiu
didn’t dare to make a rash move, but as a result, after all the paper people on the
North Street side were taken out, he also sensed something and reacted, “Damn
you! You played me!”

Tian Lao Jiu emerged from the mist and stared at Lin Hao with a cold gaze, as this
was in the middle of a maze formation, which had its own ability to conceal
heavenly opportunities, and the mist on him dissipated, revealing his true
appearance.



A tall, skinny, black-robed man with sickly white skin, not even a trace of blood
visible and sunken eye sockets, his appearance looked quite frightening.

Lin Hao raised his eyebrows, and in contrast to the other party’s reaction, Lin Hao
knew that it was probably because the trouble on the North Street side had been
solved, and his mind relaxed even more: “Are all the people of your Heavenly Dao
Palace such a ghostly virtue? No wonder they let the mists cover their faces, it’s
because they don’t have the face to see others.”

“What the hell do you know! This is karmic erosion!” Tian Lao Jiu spoke angrily.

Lin Hao didn’t even know, what was the point of living when they looked so
inhuman and ghostly? And to have to hide in the east, like a rat in a sewer!

What’s the point of living longer when you’ve stolen time?

No!

How could an existence like the Heavenly Dao Palace willingly hide and hide,
living like a man and a ghost?

They wanted to distort the Heavenly Dao! Or even take complete control of the
Heavenly Dao!

After they have taken control of the Heavenly Dao, they will be the heavens, in
complete control of everything, and they will no longer have to hide and hide!

They can easily get everything they want! They can change the destinies of
countless people and even change the world’s pattern with a single flutter of the
back!

So that’s how it is, Chen Beixuan, Chen Beixuan, you old thing, really? You’re

really an old man? There’s not a word of truth in it!

What a bullshit still can’t jump beyond the rules of the heavenly dao, even if the
divine court and mortals peel off and leave, they still have to continue to be
involved in mortal affairs.



The reason why there is no way to leave yet is because the real matter has not been
resolved!

The ultimate aim of Chen Bei Xuan’s calculations was not at all to establish a new
immortal court and separate the mortals from the gods, it was only incidental!

The ultimate aim, the ultimate goal, was actually to finish off the Heavenly Dao
Palace and restore the natural order of the Heavenly Dao!

This also explains why Wang Bei Xuan was involved with Chen Bei Xuan,
involved in this matter, and Chen Bei Xuan had gone to great lengths to pit most
of the people to the Underworld, and to throw the four powerful forces somewhere

in the void, but wasn’t it to lure the Heavenly Dao Palace out!

After all, if the Heavenly Dao Palace wanted to hide, even Wang Sledgehammer

couldn’t bring it out, how could he solve the problem if he couldn’t even see his

people’s faces?

Lin Hao sighed, “Mud, I hope that old thing doesn’t continue to snare children,
it’s best to dispose of the Heavenly Dao Palace and get it over with.”

Chapter 2810

“What are you muttering about!” Tian Lao Jiu coldly glared at Lin Hao, his
sunken eye sockets glaring, looking truly terrifying, Lin Hao was afraid that his
eyes, because of the glare, would directly protrude out.

“None of your business.” Lin Hao didn’t have the good grace to glare back,
comparing whose eyes were bigger? He hadn’t been afraid of anyone yet.

“You’re looking for death!”

Tian Lao Jiu was furious, he yanked off the pendant around his neck, it was a
sword shaped pendant, he held the pendant and flung it, a three foot blue blade
appeared in his hand, his left hand held the blade and wiped it, the blade was
soaked with his blood, the long sword blossomed with a dazzling golden light.



Lin Hao’s eyelids jumped fiercely, after his opponent took out his longsword, the
hammer in his hand faintly trembled, battle intent sprouted.

Lin Hao’s eyelids jumped not because of his opponent’s sword, but because, this
hammer was actually affecting his mind?

Hiss!

Lin Hao bared his teeth for a moment, his hand that was holding the hammer’s
handle suddenly tingled in his palm, he could clearly feel that this thing was
sucking his blood, Lin Hao had a headache, but the good thing was that he was
becoming more and more aware of the potential around him, and the potential he
was able to borrow was growing.

It should be good, so Lin Hao didn’t force his hand away, mainly because he
couldn’t even if he wanted to now.

This thing was like 520 glue stuck to it, it couldn’t be broken free at all.

“Today, let me learn whether the Heaven Shaking Hammer, which has been
passed down from the Wang family lineage, is as powerful and terrifying as the
legend says! See!” Tian Lao Jiu gripped the golden sword and his body turned into
a streaking shadow as he came straight at Lin Hao.

Lin Hao cursed, this thing is still sucking blood, you’re striking at this time, it’s
simply not martial virtue!

Lin Hao retreated with a stiff upper lip and raised his right hand to resist his
opponent’s sword, but to Lin Hao’s surprise, everything in the world around him
could be used for him.

He was as swift as the wind, as fast as lightning, and the wind around him was so

strong that he was able to use it for himself. The wind around him? The contrast

between one fast and one slow is incomparable.

Lin Hao was flickering like a streak, while his opponent was pathetically slow, as
if he was moving in slow motion!



“This, how is this possible!” The Heavenly Elder Nine were dumbfounded, wasn’t
his degree of borrowing power only at the level of an incipient glimpse? This was

not a first glimpse of the doorway, it was already a small achievement, right!

Old Sky Nine was panicking, obviously, he was no match for his opponent!

It was obvious that he was no match for him!Why did the other party, who clearly
had the ability to finish him off, subconsciously dodge instead?

Compared to Tian Lao Jiu’s bewilderment, Lin Hao’s heart was still in shock,
when did he become so powerful? At this moment, Lin Hao was wielding the
Heaven-Shaking Hammer as if he was wielding his arm and fingers, and he was so
skilled and comfortable that the power of heaven and earth around him was all at
his disposal, and the feeling of having himself at the centre was simply too good.

Lin Hao suddenly wondered if it was part of Chen Bei Xuan and Wang Da
Xiong’s plan to take Qin Yuxin to the Underworld, thus nullifying his own
cultivation and becoming an existence that was only slightly stronger than an
ordinary person.

After all, if he were at the peak state of his realm, wouldn’t the two great sects
have to stay docile and dare to mess around? The Heavenly Dao Palace would

have even less guts to come after him.

This was a deliberate attempt to weaken himself to lure the snake out of the hole,
then have Wang Sledgehammer pass on the Wang Family Mastery to himself, and
then hammer the Heavenly Dao Palace? From then on to understand the matter

completely?

He meow, one of them is really ruthless, old foxes!

It had to be said that what Lin Hao had guessed was already eight or nine times
closer to the truth!

“Tai Shang pardon, listen to my edict! Pardon!” Tian Lao Jiu was also a bit
panicked, reaching into his pocket and grabbing a handful of paper figures cut out
and scattering them, a bit like scattering beans into soldiers.



Dozens of light and flimsy paper figures, under the manipulation of Tian Lao Jiu,
turned into burly, brawny men with hideous faces, as if they were suffering from
rabies, and flew towards Lin Hao.

“Forty!”

Lin Hao shouted, wielding his hammer and slamming it down fiercely towards the
ground in front of him, the air roared with a muffled sound, the collision between
the hammer and the air forming ripples of power visible to the naked eye, quickly
spreading out with Lin Hao at the centre.
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